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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Chevrolet Monte Carlo is a two-door coupe
that was manufactured and marketed by the Chevrolet division of General Motors. Deriving its
name from the namesake Monegasque city , the Monte Carlo was marketed as the first personal
luxury car of the Chevrolet brand. Introduced for the model year, the model line was produced
across six generations through the model year, with a hiatus from The Monte Carlo was a
closely aligned variant of the Pontiac Grand Prix through its entire production. From to , the
Monte Carlo used the "A-Special" platform with the Grand Prix, shifting to the A-body
intermediate chassis for For , the model line underwent extensive downsizing; a major revision
saw the A-body chassis redesignated as the G-body for After an abbreviated model year, the
Monte Carlo was replaced by the two-door Chevrolet Lumina. For the model year, the Monte
Carlo was revived, replacing the two-door Lumina. Sharing the front-wheel drive W-platform
with the two-door Grand Prix, the Monte Carlo was again slotted above the Camaro as the
largest Chevrolet coupe. Following the discontinuation of the four-door Lumina, the Chevrolet
Impala became the four-door equivalent of the Monte Carlo. After the model year, the Grand Prix
coupe was discontinued, leaving the Monte Carlo as the largest two-door coupe produced by an
American auto manufacturer. In response to declining sales of the model line, Chevrolet
discontinued the Monte Carlo after the model year; [1] as of current production, the Camaro
reintroduced for and the Corvette are the sole two-door Chevrolet model lines. During much of
its production, the Monte Carlo represented the Chevrolet brand in stock car racing. During the
s, the Monte Carlo SS was introduced, featuring aerodynamically-enhanced styling; as part of
its revival, the Monte Carlo again represented Chevrolet in stock car racing from through its
discontinuation. For the model year, GM instituted a split- wheelbase policy for its A-platform
intermediate-sized cars. In , GM introduced the Pontiac Grand Prix , a two-door that used
A-platform layout that was stretched ahead of the firewall to make it This gave the design an
unusually long hood design helping the new Grand Prix to outsell its larger B-body
predecessor, despite higher prices. The new layout was first known as the A-body Special, but
would evolve into its own class known as the G-platform. They modeled the styling on the
contemporary Cadillac Eldorado , although much of the body and structure were shared with
the Chevrolet Chevelle firewall, windshield, decklid, and rear window were the same. New
exterior " coke bottle styling " featured concealed windshield wipers. A light monitoring system
was optional. A mids article in the magazine Chevrolet High Performance stated that the first
generation Monte Carlo was known to Chevrolet management under the working name
Concours. The usual practice at the time was that all Chevrolet model development names
started with a "C". At one point, the proposal called for a formal coupe, sedan, and convertible.
When the car debuted for the model year, the only body style available was the two-door
hardtop. DeLorean , who succeeded Estes as Chevrolet's general manager earlier in the year
after previously heading the Pontiac division, where he led the development of the Grand Prix.
The styling of the model-year Monte Carlo is distinguished by its chromed rectangular grille
having a fine grid pattern of small squares with two horizontal dividers and centered in it was a

chrome and red crest emblem adorned by a Corinthian helmet commonly referred to as the
"knight's crest" [6] , a thin hood spear with no vertical hood ornament, round headlamps with
rounded chrome bezels which appeared on a prototype Chevelle front end proposal which was
rejected for the 4 headlight design , circular parking lamps inset into the front bumper directly
below the headlamps, and tail lights with chrome trim around the perimeter of the lens, only.
Front disc brakes were standard equipment. The dashboard was basically identical to the
Chevelle except for wood veneer trim, according to Holls a photographic reproduction of the
elm trim used by Rolls-Royce , and higher grade nylon or vinyl upholstery and deep-twist
carpeting were used. Various options were available. The sporty and most powerful option was
the Monte Carlo SS package. The Turbo Hydra-Matic three-speed automatic was the only
transmission available for this package. The rear axle came standard with a 3. The SS s were
not popular with 3, units built for the year. A labor strike at Chevrolet's Flint, Michigan assembly
plant where most Monte Carlo production was scheduled during the early months of the model
year immediately following the car's introduction on September 18, , limited overall model-year
sales to ,; short of the projected , During those early months, Monte Carlos were in short
supply, with full-scale production not happening until February , leaving many would-be buyers
disappointed after going to their Chevrolet dealers and finding no Monte Carlos in stock. Once
full production was underway, Monte Carlos sold well and often at full list price usually being
ordered with many extra-cost options , making it a profitable model for Chevrolet and its
dealership networks. The model saw minor styling changes, mostly cosmetic. The headlamp
bezels were more of a squircle shape with rectangular front parking lamps. The grille had no
horizontal divider and the openings were rectangular-shaped. The grill emblem featured the
year, "" in Roman numerals. The trunk lock keyhole had the Monte Carlo crest surrounding it.
The taillights now had two horizontal and one vertical chrome strips. Inside, the SS model got
new "European symbol knobs", and a four-spoke steering wheel became optional. Other
engines had compression ratios lowered to allow the use of regular leaded , low-lead, or
unleaded gasoline , per a GM corporate edict. Chevrolet listed both gross and SAE net
horsepower figures in with the impending change to SAE net ratings in The reason given for
discontinuing the SS was that the Monte Carlo was marketed as a luxury vehicle instead of a
muscle car. The SS nameplate would be resurrected 12 years later. Yet, at the same time that
the Monte Carlo SS was judged a failure in the marketplace and discontinued, the models'
reputation as a performance car on the race track was gaining strength because Ford and
Chrysler were ending their factory-backed racing support due to declining muscle car sales and
the need to divert dollars to meet federal safety and emission regulations General Motors'
official policy had prohibited factory racing efforts since As factory support ended at Ford and
Chrysler, the stock-car racing mantle switched to independent teams and sponsors, who
overwhelmingly chose Chevrolets over Ford and Chrysler products due to Chevy's much
greater availability and affordability of over-the-counter racing parts through the Chevy dealer
network. Production of the Monte Carlo got off to a slow start due to a day corporate-wide
walkout labor strike that coincided with the introduction of the models in September This left
dealerships with only a small shipment of models built before the strike in stock until the strike
was settled in mid-November , and then slow-going in reaching normal production levels until
around January 1, Model-year production ended at , including the 1, SS models. A total of 12
Monte Carlo's were shipped to Australia in and converted to RH drive, 4 of these were SS
models from the 1, produced. A Cadillac -like egg-crate grille similar to the Chevrolet Caprice ,
rectangular front parking lamps moved to the left and right edges of the grille, a wider hood
spear without stand-up ornament, and a metal rear trim molding highlighted the changes to the
Monte Carlo, the final year for the first-generation design. The SS was dropped, but a new Monte
Carlo Custom option appeared as a one-year only offering that included a special suspension
and other items previously included with the SS option. Unlike the departed SS package, it was
available with any engine on the roster. Chevrolet did not list gross horsepower figures for
Compared to figures, only the and had a decrease in power. The new ratings for the Monte Carlo
were:. In California , which had emissions standards more stringent than federal law, the
4-barrel carbureted was the standard and only available engine. Also, the only transmission
offered in California was the Turbo Hydramatic. For , the four-speed manual transmission was
discontinued from the option list as a line in the Monte Carlo brochure describing its market
position as a personal luxury car stated "Sorry, no four-on-the-floor. Mechanically, the most
significant change was that variable-ratio power steering became standard equipment [11] for
the first time. Interior trim was relatively unchanged from other than the availability of all-vinyl
upholstery with the standard bench seat in addition to the optional Strato bucket seats. Cloth
interiors were also offered with both bench and bucket seats. The model year's production
increased to , to set a new record in the final year for the first-generation A-body. Monte Carlo

and other Chevrolet models were promoted as part of a new ad campaign in which Chevys in
print and broadcast ads were featured at various tourist attractions and sites around the United
States under the tagline "Chevrolet: Building a Better Way To See The USA. A redesigned Monte
Carlo was introduced alongside other GM intermediates. Like other GM mid-size cars, the Monte
Carlo was no longer a hardtop , but a pillared coupe with rear side opera windows and
frameless door glass. Prominent styling features included an egg-crate grille with a Monte Carlo
emblem in front and vertical taillights above the bumper. The separate body-on-frame
construction carried over for , as was the basic all-coil suspension. For improved ride and
handling, the Monte Carlo featured a number of innovations for a large American car such as
standard radial-ply tires , Pliacell shock absorbers, high-caster steering, and front and rear
anti-roll bars previously offered only with the SS package. The standard Monte Carlo with
manual transmission retained "traditional" steering and bias-ply tires , but the radial-tuned
system was included when the automatic transmission was ordered, earning the Monte Carlo S
label. A new model for was the Monte Carlo Landau , which was basically an "S" with a rear
quarter Landau vinyl roof, Turbine II wheels as well as driver and passenger-side sport mirrors.
The interior of the Monte Carlo featured an all-new, wraparound cockpit-style instrument panel,
similar to that found in some contemporary Pontiacs , Oldsmobiles and Buicks , in which
gauges and various instruments were centered within easy reach of the driver. The simulated
burl elm trim was retained. A split bench seat was standard, but "Strato Bucket" seats of a new
design were optional, along with a floor console featuring an equally new shifter with knob and
button similar to Pontiac's Rally Sports Shifter replacing the Buick-like horseshoe shifter of
previous years, and storage compartment. The bucket seats were of a one-piece high-back
design with built-in headrests and could swivel almost 90 degrees to permit the driver and front
passenger easier entry and exit. Cloth and vinyl trims were offered with both the bench and
bucket seats. The Monte Carlo was named "Car of the Year" by Motor Trend on the basis of its
new styling and emphasis on Euro-style ride and handling. The Monte Carlo set a new sales
record for Chevrolet, with nearly , sold for the model year. The Monte Carlo received minor
detail changes from its predecessor, most notably a revised egg-crate [14] grille in the front,
flush mount taillights no longer recessed with horizontal chrome bars , a shorter trunk deck that
housed the relocated license plate and the trunk lock mechanism. In the trunk lock was below
the trunk deck and above the rear bumper in a space that no longer existed on the versions. The
base Monte Carlo with a manual transmission, standard suspension, and bias-ply tires was
discontinued, leaving only the "S" and "Landau" models equipped with radial-ply tires and
upgraded suspensions along with standard power steering and front disc brakes. However, a
number of sources indicate that Chevrolet built virtually all Monte Carlos with the Turbo
Hydra-Matic transmission. Despite the Arab Oil Embargo of late and early that greatly cut into
sales of standard and intermediate-sized cars in favor of smaller compacts and imported
subcompacts, the Monte Carlo went the other way on the sales charts by setting a new sales
record this year of over , units despite the long lines at gas stations and record-high gasoline
prices. Chrysler would introduce its entries in this field for including the Chrysler Cordoba and
redesigned Dodge Charger. The Monte Carlo received only minor styling changes from the
model, including a new grille with the Monte Carlo emblem moved to the center section and new
vertically shaped taillights with horizontal louvers. All models received catalytic converters to
meet Federal and California emission requirements that included bonuses such as improved
fuel economy and drivability, along with longer spark plug and muffler life, but required
lower-octane unleaded gasoline. Engines were a carryover from except for the addition of GM's
High Energy electronic ignition being made standard equipment. However, power ratings for all
engines were decreased due to the addition of the catalytic converter. The Turbo Hydra-Matic
optional and a required option for the and V8s. Chevrolet sources, however, report that virtually
all Monte Carlos were equipped with the Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission, which became
standard equipment for The standard interior still consisted of a bench seat with knit-cloth and
vinyl or all-vinyl upholstery. The swiveling Strato bucket seats plus console and floor shifter
were still optional with a knit cloth or vinyl upholstery. Also, white all-vinyl interiors were
available for the first time this year with either bench or bucket seats with contrasting colors for
carpeting and instrument panels including black, red, blue, and green. A gauge that showed if
one was using too much gas, a part of the "Economider" Gauge package, became optional.
Sales dropped off a bit from 's record-setting pace due to higher prices resulting from the
addition of the catalytic converter, double-digit inflation, and new competition from Chrysler's
Cordoba and Dodge's Charger SE. Monte Carlo production ended up at around , units but would
rebound to set a new record in A new crosshatch grille and vertically mounted rectangular
headlamps, along with reshaped taillights identified the Monte Carlo the reshaped taillight
pattern was later incorporated into the fourth generation Monte Carlo. The Turbo Hydramatic

transmission became standard equipment on all Monte Carlos. Interior trims remained the same
as with both base and Custom levels, but the instrument panel and steering wheel featured a
new rosewood trim replacing the burled elm of previous years. A new option was a two-toned
"Fashion Tone" paint combination. Monte Carlo sales hit an all-time record with , units this year.
A revised grille with smaller segments with the Monte Carlo "knight's crest" emblem moved to a
stand-up hood ornament [12] [17] and revised taillight lenses marked the Monte Carlo, which
was the last year for the vintage design before the introduction of a downsized Monte Carlo.
Engine offerings were reduced to two engines for The cubic-inch V8 was dropped as an engine
option. The Turbo Hydra-matic transmission was included standard equipment. Interior trim
received only minor revisions this year with upholstery choices including cloth, velour and vinyl
in both base and Custom trims. Swivel out seats and 8-track were optional. The Monte Carlo
also weighed more. The model also had more interior and trunk space than the earlier model.
New one-piece wall-to-wall carpeting was standard. The optional V8 and all Landau models
came standard with the automatic. A four-speed manual transmission with floor shifter was
optional with the V8, the first time a four-speed manual was offered on the Monte Carlo since
Minor trim changes were made to the Monte Carlo which included a restyled grille, revised
parking lamp detail, and new wrap-around taillamps. The same transmissions were carried over
from , including a standard three-speed manual and optional four-speed manual, or an optional
three-speed Turbo Hydramatic automatic. A Monte Carlo modified to a lowrider , was also
heavily featured in the movie Training Day. For , the car received a mild frontal restyle, with
quad headlights and turn indicators mounted beneath. The front headroom was It featured a
smoother profile than the previous models and new vertical taillights similar to the â€” models.
There were a total of 3, Monte Carlo Turbos for The Monte Carlo Turbo appeared slightly
different from other Monte Carlos that year because in addition to the turbo motor it also was
equipped with a small hood scoop on the left side of the hood. It also had Turbo 3. An automatic
transmission, power steering and power front disc brakes were standard equipment. While the
big Monte Carlo was the dominant body style in the late s, winning 30 or so races, the
downsized and cleaned-up body would only take two checkered flags in the and seasons when
it was run. Few revisions were made on the Monte Carlo. With the introduction of GM's new
mid-size platform that saw the introduction of the Buick Century , Chevrolet Celebrity ,
Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera , and Pontiac , the chassis designations were changed. The new
mid-size cars were designated as A-body cars, whereas the cars previously designated as
A-bodies were now called G-bodies. Receiving only minor updates, the model year Monte Carlo
gained a revised grille and interior trim patterns. The Super Sport Package, Z65, was once again
made an option in The Monte Carlo SS was reintroduced in , following twelve years of being
discontinued. The Monte Carlo SS was available with Strato bucket seats and floor console as
extra-cost options for the first time in place of the standard split bench seat with armrest the
Strato buckets also returned as an option on the regular Monte after a two-year absence. All
engines for got the three-speed automatic transmission with the exception of three SSs at the
end of the production run that received the Turbo Hydramatic R transmission with overdrive.
There was no rear spoiler. The wheels were inch checker style, an option on the base Monte
Carlos in the US. The side mirrors are a different style and black. The interior is from a Grand
Prix and is blue in color. For , T-tops were re-introduced since they were discontinued after the
model year, while additional SS colors black, maroon, and silver in addition to white ,
pinstriping, and options were made available. The later to be highly sought after medium blue
"gunmetal" color for the SS was dropped. A four-speed automatic overdrive transmission, the
Turbo Hydramatic R, with a revised sport rear axle ratio with a 3. The V8's were fitted with
computer-controlled Quadrajet carburetors. The Chevrolet Monte Carlo, Chevy's
rear-wheel-drive personal-luxury car, got more power, but for the first time since , no diesel
engine was offered in the Monte Carlo. On the base model, the previously standard 3. That
brought 20 extra horsepower, to a total of The optional 5. It jumped from horsepower to The
High Output 5. V8 in the SS came only with a four-speed automatic this year. The base coupe
carried on visually unchanged. The SS version was modified. Previously offered only in white or
dark blue metallic, color choices were expanded to include silver, maroon, and black. Though
the total was down from , the SS model saw sales climb from 24, to 35, The Monte Carlo SS also
came with a millimeter sway bar for extra support. For , there were four distinct body styles
available. The base model Sport Coupe was still available with the same general body panels
that it had since , but featured new "aero" side mirrors similar to those on Camaros and
Chevrolet Corvette of the s. New for the model year was a Luxury Sport model that had a
revised front fascia, new "aero" side mirrors, and an updated sleek-looking rear fascia. The LS
front fascia included "Euro" headlights with removable bulbs in a glass composite headlamp
housing, versus the smaller sealed beam glass headlights of previous years. The rear bumper

of the LS no longer had a "notch" between the bumper and trunk, and the taillights wrapped
around so that they were visible from the sides of the car. The Super Sport model for
incorporated the "aero" mirrors, yet still utilized the prior year's styling for the rear bumper.
Also new this year was the Aerocoupe model. The Aerocoupe was created by modifications to
the Super Sport body, including a more deeply sloped rear window and a shorter trunk lid
sporting a spoiler that lay more flat than previous Super Sports. Only Aerocoupes were sold to
the public, which happened to be the exact number NASCAR officials required for road model
features to be incorporated into the racing cars. The Super Sport incorporated the "smoothed"
rear bumper and tail lamps first introduced on the Luxury Sport and midway through the
production year introduced the "lay-down" spoiler. The Aerocoupe made up 6, of the 39, total
Super Sports that were produced that year. Appearance and mechanicals were similar to the
model. The model only came with the lay-down style spoiler, unlike the model, which came with
either the lay-down or stand-up type spoiler. The new Lumina body style was much more
aerodynamic and negated the need for a "sleeker" version of the Monte Carlo SS. The Lumina
coupe was introduced as a model to replace the Monte Carlo. Total production numbers for the
final year of the rear-wheel drive Monte Carlo was 30, â€” almost half of the numbers. Total SS
production for was 16, For the model year, the mid-size Lumina was split into two models with
the sedan continuing as the Lumina and the coupe reviving the Monte Carlo nameplate for its
fifth generation. Unlike Monte Carlos of previous years, the distinctive bulges to the front
fenders and rear quarter panels were gone. Styling changes consisted mainly of the special
red-colored badging, a lower front air dam, and blacked-out trim on the Z34, the real difference
being under the hood. LS models were powered by the 3. Aside from minor equipment changes,
the fifth generation remained virtually unchanged during its run. In , the 3. All Z34 models came
with inch alloy wheels, optional on LS models in place of the standard inch steel wheels with
bolt-on wheel covers. Though derided by some for its indistinct lines called the 'Lumina Carlo'
and its front-wheel drive drivetrain, the fifth generation sold well enough for Chevrolet to
continue the line with a more original redesign in For , Chevrolet not only again called upon GM
Motorsports for design inspiration, but also to Monte Carlos of the past. Among the traits
carried over from older Monte Carlos were the stylized wheel flares, vertically oriented tail
lamps, and a stylized rear bumper. Another classic trait for was the return of the "knight"
badging, as well as a full gauge cluster, not seen on the Monte Carlo since Back again was the
Super Sport moniker, replacing the Z34 designation of the fifth generation, which was a Lumina
Coupe legacy. Chevrolet also retired the Lumina name, bringing back the Impala nameplate for
the Monte Carlo's sedan counterpart. At the request of racing teams, Chevrolet stylists added a
slight "hump" on the rear trunk â€” similar to, although smaller than, a Lincoln Mark VIII. It was
a distinct trait that stayed with Monte Carlo until its demise, even though later in the generation
every trim level would get a spoiler that all but masked the hump. The 6th generation Monte
Carlo is based on the Monte Carlo "Intimidator" concept car, produced in The LS used a 3. The
base engine was a 3. Only 14, SS models were produced over the two years, 8, in and 6, in The
most notable news, though, was the SS model's use of the generation IV small-block V8 â€” the
first V8 since the model. The 5. The interior for was mildly redesigned. The revised model also
added an improved interior with expanded Driver Information Center DIC , enhanced ABS and
traction control, as well as optional, seat-mounted side airbags for the front driver and
passenger. This car had two color schemes; a black body with galaxy silver rocker panels and
front and rear air dams, and an all-black body with black ground effects. A thin red stripe above
the silver ground effects was also included. Just behind the rear side windows, the Dale
Number 3 logo was placed with Earnhardt's signature below the Number 3 logo. The car also
featured silver "Intimidator" SS badges on the right side of the trunk and standard Monte Carlo
SS badges the bottom of the vehicle, just in front of the rear tires. The interior is all black
"charcoal" leather. This edition also came with 5-spoke, diamond cut wheels, and received GMs
L36 V6 engine. In , the Jeff Gordon edition was released. The vehicle came with a superior blue
body and silver ground effects, just like the Intimidator Edition; however, the Jeff Gordon
edition also received lighter blue ghost flames on the body. It featured the number 24 behind the
rear side windows. A Jeff Gordon signature was placed on the right side of the trunk and inside
the car received a Jeff Gordon badge on the dashboard and a two-tone gray a black
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. It featured the 5 spoke, diamond cut wheels and
received GMs L36 V6 engine. In the Dale Jr. Edition came out, it was red in color with a black
high sport kit. The 5 spoke diamond cut wheels featured a black stripe through each spoke and
Dale Jr. On the sides, the vehicle received Supercharged SS badges. Inside on the dash, a 8
badge appeared, and Dale Jr. This edition also got 8 floor mats and headrests. They changed
the fan speed for heat and air conditioning this year. Monte Carlo will now come with 10 dots to
mark your fan speed. To compete, the Intimidator Edition was re-released in However, the

vehicle featured "Intimidator" badges on the trunk lid and both side panels of the vehicle. The
car was all black in color, received the 5 spoke, diamond cut wheels and this time received GMs
L67 Supercharged V6 engine. The Chevy bowtie on the trunk was white on this edition and
another was painted on the front of the hood. The Monte Carlo badge was removed and instead
replaced by the black Tony Stewart grille. The wheels were the same design as the Dale Jr.
Edition, except the bowtie on the center cap was white this time. Each year featured a different
color and all cars were limited to production numbers, however; all cars did have some things
in common. Interiors had two-tone leather from through to match the exterior with being solid
black and Chevy "bow-tie" embroidered headrests. All cars also came with GMs L36 V6 engine.
Production limited to 2, cars. Sports two-tone leather black and red. Exterior: Torch Red with
Galaxy Silver ground effects. Production limited to 1, cars. Sports two-tone leather black and
silver. Exterior: Black with Galaxy Silver ground effects. Sports two-tone leather black and
yellow. Exterior: Competition Yellow with Galaxy Silver ground effects. Sports leather Ebony
Black seats with ebony and gray leather-wrapped steering wheel. The last two models were
identical "SS" models with Precision Red exterior paint, silver rally stripes, and Ebony Nuance
leather interior. This unit was at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway over the weekend of July
27â€”29 for the Allstate at the Brickyard. The and referred to as the "flat-nose" Monte Carlo was
raced by few teams and only won two races in those years. The Monte Carlo returned for the
season with the fifth-generation body, but NASCAR allowed the car to have wider rear quarter
panels, and as such deviated from factory sheet metal, that up until that time the race-spec cars
had to use. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for
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services to help keep you safe. Eric is amazing. Not pushy, so helpful and knowledgable, and
really wants to get you in the right car for you. He is the total opposite of used car salesman
vibes - very trustworthy and laid back. He literally tried to get me into a cheaper car than the one
I was originally looking at. He and his partner Tommy are the real deal. We went to see a car that
was there the dealer said someone had a finance going for it he would call us back the following
day he never did so. The guys at Union Auto were exceptional Drove way from the suburbs of
Philadelphia. They answered every question that we had and were truly honest about the SUV
we had purchased even discounted the vehicle for a minor issue that I had found. They by far
beat all other prices for this year Buick Enclave throughout tri state. There was no pressure and
the experience was great got the we wanted and it drives and looks beautiful. My experience
with Gilroy Motorsport was good. Details of the truck was accurate. I went in the next day and
purchased the truck. Was very impressed. Was not able to find what I wanted but was shown
courtesy and patience. A representative called me and was immensely helpful. He was very
willing to work with me but my budget is pretty constricting. We agreed to keep in touch in case
something else comes along that may work for me. Dusty answered all of our questions. They
reached out in a timely manner ended up buying another vehicle from this dealership. Asked
dealer twice regarding the listed salvage title listed on CG, and was ignored both times during

their responses. Dennis was very helpful. When I went to go look at the vehicle The knew I was
coming It was dirty, needed repairs not something ready to be sold and it been on there lot for a
couple of months. I bought a car from scott i was verry happy. With it i had it for 2 years before
some dumb lady totaled it for me im iss my Mercedes c but it was the best deal for a great car
im looking to see him again soon. I drove there to see that the car has been hit at some time and
not repaired, front end damage. Scary not knowing what else is damaged that you cannot see. I
looked the car over and left no one ever came out of the office to assist me. I have bought a
vehicle from this dealer and my experience is still on going. They were and still seem to be quite
helpful. Did not purchase anything yet but we did speak thru text,Seems like a great guy to do
business with. When I finally got a chance to visit the original car I wanted was sold but they
had other great offers I'll be test driving one this week.. Very relaxed, no pressure sales
atmosphere. I was given CarFax so that was a plus.. The vehicles are clean lot well organization.
Whish I knew about this All-star Auto when bought my last car. Over all pretty good dealership.
Im trying to get them to give me prior deal that was offered on same exact vehicle!! My bday
was 14th maybe that will lean the odds! Il repost after communication w them!! These guys have
been great. Immediate feeback and response to my requests. I hope the car is still available in
late spring. I'm going to drive from Wisconsin to Avon Indiana and buy that car. Made an
agreement to buy the car with the salesman, arranged a trade in and the salesman sold the car
out of under us when we were on the way down to buy. Beware of this dealer, not honest
people, don't waste time trying to buy from them. The Dealer contacted us shortly after our
reaching out to him asking about the Jeep. It was a pleasure to work with Mitch. Easy and very
friendly personnel Mitch will give you every option that will help you decide on what you want. I
recommend and rate him. I had 3 different cars in mind from this dealer. When I expressed
interest Mitch immediately emailed me and I ended up buying a different car from them. My
experience was surprisingly easy and stress free. I will recommend this dealer to anyone. The
turn of the century brought a complete restyling to the Monte Carlo. Chevy seemed to miss its
classic Monte Carlos, and the model featured ample "retro" styling. The vertical taillights
returned, as did a stylized rear bumper and wheel flares. Gone for was the Z34, and it was
replaced by the return of the SS. The LS remained the base trim, though its engine got a bit of a
boost; the 3. The standard engine for the SS was the 3. Drivers love the styling of the vehicle,
especially the soft leather seats, yet there have been some maintenance issues, including
clunking steering wheels and engine trouble. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Monte Carlo listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? By clicking "Send" you authorize Auto. You also agree to our Privacy Statement.
Data rates may apply. Our Privacy Statement. Please enter a valid US phone number. Get
answers, see the car, or find a good time for a test drive. Take the next step and contact the
seller. Monthly payment estimates are for informational purposes and do not represent a
financing offer from the seller of this vehicle. Other taxes may apply. See our terms of use for
more details. By clicking here, you authorize Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded. We value your
privacy. Kirk's Auto Sales. Send to Phone vdp. Message sent successfully. Get behind the
wheel today! Arrange a Test Drive Want to drive it home today? Ask About Financing. Get
similar new listings by email Enter Email Address. Have a question? Contact Seller Contact
Seller. The fastest way to compare and save on auto insurance Looking for auto insurance for
your new car? Let Gabi find the best deal in 2 minutes. Term in months mo. Have question
about financing? Contact the seller to learn more about which financing options might be
available to you. Check Availability Call. Check Availability. Like what you see? Get behind the
wheel and take it home today. Phone Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please contact me as soon as
possible. Contact Seller Kirk's Auto Sales. Price Inquiry. Single Owner- Vehicle has been owned
by only one person. No Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents. Clean Title- Vehicle has a
clean title. Personal Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual. By clicking "Send" you authorize
Auto. You also agree to our Privacy Statement. Data rates may apply. Our Privacy Statement.
Please enter a valid US phone number. Get answers, see the car, or find a good time for a test
drive. Take the next step and contact the seller. Monthly payment estimates are for

informational purposes and do not represent a financing offer from the seller of this vehicle.
Other taxes may apply. See our terms of use for more details. By clicking here, you authorize
Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded. We value your privacy. Union Auto Sales. Send to Phone vdp.
Message sent successfully. Get behind the wheel today! Arrange a Test Drive Want to drive it
home today? Ask About Financing. Get similar new listings by email Enter Email Address.
Overall Length: Have a question? Contact Seller Contact Seller. Seller Notes Looks and runs
great. Very well maintained inside and out. Good tires. Valid inspection sticker. Cool car!. The
fastest way to compare and save on auto insurance Looking for auto insurance for your new
car? Let Gabi find the best deal in 2 minutes. Term in months mo. Have question about
financing? Contact the seller to learn more about which financing options might be available to
you. Check Availability Call. Check Availability. Like what you see? Get behind the wheel and
take it home today. Phone Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please contact me as soon as possible.
Contact Seller Union Auto Sales. Price Inquiry. Single Owner- Vehicle has been owned by only
one person. No Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents. Clean Title- Vehicle has a clean
title. Personal Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual. It is a very nice first car. It is definitely
18 years old and now it just gets me to point A to point B. Very great car! I have had it for 4
years now and just letting it push me through until I can afford a new one. Definitely has a funny
feature of how my blinkers do not work unless I put my hazards on. It is a nice mid sized car and
fits everyone comfy, it is silver and a cute style and it is been pretty good on gas and the drive
on it is pretty smooth. I have a aftermarket radio in it and the speakers are also aftermarket and
the seats are also comfy. This car is great on gas, which is the sole reason that it is my primary
vehicle. Currently has over k miles. It has had only a few mechanical problems. However, It has
had a lot of small issues, I. Comfortable to drive. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near
Me. Select Model: LS. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs.
Mechanical Features 3. Compare Models LS. Front Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior
Features Dual body-color remote electric mirrors. Color-keyed body-side moldings. Charcoal
rocker moldings. Variable intermittent windshield wipers. Solar-ray tinted glass. Composite
halogen headlamps. Interior Features Scotchgard fabric protector-inc: seats, door trim, floor
covering. Tilt-wheel adjustable steering column. Instrumentation-inc: tachometer, trip odometer,
fuel, engine temp volt meter, oil pressure. Instrumentation-inc: tachometer, trip odometer, fuel,
engine temp. Cargo area convenience net. Illuminated remote keyless entry. Auxiliary
lighting-inc: glove box, trunk, ashtray, dome, dual reading. Pollen air filtration system. Rearview
mirror with dual map lights. Elect rear window defogger. Tire inflation monitoring system.
Engine oil wear indicator. Low coolant level sensor. Integrated rear glass antenna. Compare
Safety Features 4-wheel anti-lock brake system. Kay S wrote on August 8, Vanessa S wrote on
September 19, Lana F wrote on September 19, See All Reviews Continue to Overview. Find parts
and accessories , add or update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you
add this vehicle to Your Garage. Summary This defect can affect the safe operation of the airbag
system. Until this recall is performed, customers should remove all items from their key rings,
leaving only the ignition key. The key fob if applicable , should also be removed from the key
ring. Remedy GM will notify owners, and dealers will provide two replacement key rings and key
cover on all ignition keys, free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided a notification
schedule. GM's number for this recall is The affected vehicles were previously repaired under
recalls 08V, 09V, and 15V to address the possibility that engine oil may drip onto the hot
exhaust manifold. Remedy The remedy applied under recalls 08V, 09V, and 15V did not
adequately remove the safety risk. GM is finalizing an improved remedy. Vehicles that are
covered by recalls 08V, 09V, or 15V that have not yet received the original remedy will instead
receive the improved remedy under the original recall number, once the improved remedy has
been finalized. Owners may contact Chevrolet customer service at , Buick customer service at ,
Oldsmobile customer service at and Pontiac customer service at Note: Until the improved
remedy has been applied, owners are advised to park their vehicle outside since the fire risk
exists even when the vehicle is unattended. Summary Certain passenger vehicles, light duty
pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles, and mini vans equipped with TRW seat belt buckle
assemblies fail to conform to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. In
the event of a vehicle crash, the occupant may not be properly restrained. Remedy Dealers will
inspect the vehicle's rear safety belt buckle assembly date codes and, if necessary, will replace
any rear safety belt buckle assembly. The manufacturer has reported that owner notification
was to begin during September Owners who do not receive the free remedy within a reasonable
time should contact Buick at ; Chevrolet at ; GMC at , Oldsmobile at ; Pontiac at ; or Saturn at
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. There was a problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main

content. Torch Red shown. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. No Info. Enable
Javascript to select another vehicle. Color: Black. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View
Your Garage This model has been added to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage,
please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and
accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this window View
Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The
size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of
the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a
mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according to
federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration
and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines.
Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as
"Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make
menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and
beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different
versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the
"Wrangler JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it.
Year: Select Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. Failed to get
data, please try again. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again
later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. All in all has been a good car. It's actually my
son's car. It's an SS model, and was his first car. We got the car with 90K on it, it now has K, and
all those miles were put on by a teenager. And this car has taken it like a champ. The V6 has
always been known for being a good engine. The only time the car ever died was because of a
fuel pump going bad, but they are very easy to change through an access panel in the trunk.
The only real complaint I have with these cars is the radio. A ton of things are controlled at the
radio, including chime and warning system, and adjusting settings for the car. So this makes it
very difficult and expensive to upgrade the stereo system, and keep all those functions. It's so
common for people to want to upgrade stereos, so I don't know what GM was thinking. But, this
car is still very good. And I can't brag enough about the drive train on these cars. One person
found this helpful. I'll start by saying I do love the car. Very fun. Mine is an SS. The v6 engine is
as common, as it is easy to work on. Parts are dirt cheap. The interior is like a marshmellow, the
seats absorb you, with a beautiful dashboard and headliner. Even with the dual exhaust in my
SS, car is very quiet. I get around 29 mpg hwy, with about hp The car is very light, making every
use of the hp tricks you into thinking its actually a fast car. The cons: You need to be a
mechanic, or be willing to spend some repair money. Has the same vulnerable, rusty brake line
issue as most gm cars I had to replace 2. The car is equipped with DRL. These cars have a
variety of electrical issues, most commonly the headlights and radio. Radio is another story,
they are of the double DIN variety. The steering wheel of these cars has radio control buttons on
it, so you must first find a compatible unit and then do some extra wiring. The car also used to
randomly stall, that was result of another poor wiring harness from the factory. Once I corrected
the harness issues the stalling went away. The reservoir is on rear pass side of engine, down by
exhaust manifold When I thought I was close to solving the electrical bugs, some other form of
the same problem would keep me guessing. Definitely not a good first car, needs someone
patient. Had the typical 3. Basic wear and tear items, tie rods. Living in the rust belt a lot of
these I see have rust starting in the fronts of the rear wheel wells. Seems to be the first place for
it to pop up in most cases. Car now has and I fully expect to get another miles out of it. It is very
roomy on the inside, even in the back seat considering it is a coupe. Has a great ride, especially
on the highway. Just drove this car to Florida for vacation last June with no issues. Mine is a
fully loaded SS and has everything I need, leather, heated seats, etc. Without being overloaded
with glitchy Electronics. If you're looking to buy one of these generation of Monte Carlos I
would recommend it as long as it has been taken care of. Cons 3. Very common Since this is a
coupe the doors are long and care needs to be taken in parking lots. Can be hard to get in and
out of in tight parking places. Various interior dash lights out climate control, radio, common in
this Era Gm leds hardwired to circuit board. Fuel pump sending unit causing incorrect gauge
readings. Usually easily corrected. Has a fuel pump access panel in trunk. Pros Good
dependability. Great ride Good looks. Roomy SS models are usually loaded with options. Parts

availability and cost is good on these especially if you can do the work yourself. Decent milage.
Average about 25mpg city and highway Would I buy another one? In a heartbeat. I would love to
have a 06 or 07 model with the 5. I bought a Monte Carlo around with about 45, miles on it. My
Grand Prix started doing cute things like the entire dashboard going dead while driving and just
refusing to work while in motion. The paint wasn't in great shape and the previous original
owner was a smoker who must of worn lots of big pointy rings ie the paint. The only thing I
really knew about the car was that I really liked the body style. The car had curves in a time
when cars were getting really angular. The interior is comfortable including the back seats. The
ride is nice and comfortable for long trips. The LS version is slightly underpowered. If I'm
driving onto an on ramp with not much room to get up to speed I get a little nervous. Fuel
economy is also a little disappointing. And that's about as positive as this review will be. The
plastic used in the interior is super flimsy. I have rattling panels all over and some that are
barely attached to the car. Repairs require a ridiculous amount of disassembly, and you better
be careful with that plastic. I've had numerous electrical problems and the computer that
communicates with the diagnostic device at the shop must be a really good liar. I've replaced 4
window regulators on a car that has 2 doors. Water leaks into the passenger door with
frequency. The power steering went out on me. The alternator and starter have been replaced.
There are other things that I know I have forgotten. And how many miles have I tortured this
Canadian assembled American car with? The odometer now reads just past 87, See all reviews.
Color shown: Torch Red. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next page.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the
engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit
to measure the power of engines. Customer Ratings. Be the first to write a review. Passenger
Capacity. V6 Cylinder Engine. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to
compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Front Wheel Drive. Power Steering Adjustable
Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers. Steel Wheels Optional
Aluminum Wheels. Automatic Headlights Daytime Running Lights. Rear Defrost. EPA
Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering
Type. Gas V6. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front. Suspension Type - Front Cont.
Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps.
Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in.
Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size.
Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont.
Spa
2006 ford focus tail lights
nissan altima speaker size
2003 jeep liberty stereo wiring diagram
re Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Head Room in. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in.
Front Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in.
Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third
Shoulder Room in. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract,
and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics
for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

